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Audio for Next-Generation Broadcast 
Services: The Dolby MS1x Multistream 
Decoder Solution

Summary

Dolby® Digital Plus (E-AC-3) and HE AAC with Dolby metadata are now included 
in the specifications for a variety of new broadcast, cable, and online applications 
worldwide. These include European HDTV receiver specifications as well as North 
American digital cable, Tru2way®, ARIB (ISDB-T) (Japan), One Seg, and SBTVD 
(Brazil) services. To meet the growing demand for receivers compatible with 
these new broadcast standards, Dolby has developed a suite of three multistream 
audio decoder implementations available under license to consumer electronics 
manufacturers for inclusion in products such as televisions and set-top boxes: Dolby 
MS10, Dolby MS11, and Dolby MS11 with Dolby Volume.

All three Dolby multistream decoder implementations provide manufacturers with 
a single-package solution for decoding all premium audio formats, including Dolby 
Digital Plus, HE AAC with Dolby metadata, Dolby Digital, and all standard HE AAC 
and AAC bitstreams.

In addition to these basic decoding functions, the Dolby MS11 and Dolby MS11 with 
Dolby Volume implementations provide premium modular features that address 
specific needs. These additions allow receiver manufacturers to further differentiate 
their products, and better meet both operator and market requirements while 
maintaining one audio code base across all markets and geographies.

Dolby’s new suite of multistream decoders is also fully compatible with MP4 and 
ASF container formats with the goal of supporting a wide variety of online content 
and streaming media uses for connected television and set-top box products.

Broadcaster and Operator Requirements

European industry groups such as the Digital Video Broadcasting Project (DVB) 
and the European Broadcasting Union (EBU), as well as a number of national 
HDTV specification forums, have decided on audio coding systems for broadcast 
applications using MPEG-4 AVC (H.264) video. Two systems have been widely 
identified as particularly suitable: Dolby Digital Plus (also known as Enhanced 
AC-3) and Dolby’s implementation of HE AAC. The EBU Project Group D/MAE, for 
example, concluded that these two audio coding formats are the best candidates for 
broadcasting HDTV audio services via satellite, cable, terrestrial, and IPTV networks.
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Due to differing market requirements and feature sets, however, there exists 
a mixture of audio formats like Dolby Digital Plus and HE AAC among various 
applications and specifications.

In addition to these newer audio formats, next-generation receivers need to be 
compatible with the conventional Dolby Digital audio transmitted by over 200 
European TV services. 

The audio description feature gives greater accessibility to video content for 
visually impaired users, and is seen as an important part of 21st century 
broadcasting. There are considerable flexibility, bandwidth, and audience 
benefits in using a receiver-mixed solution, whereby the main audio and 
associated audio description components are transmitted separately, and 
decoded and mixed in the receiver. 

This receiver-mixed method can be achieved using Dolby Digital Plus, as has been 
demonstrated across the world, by using complimentary dual encoding and dual 
decoding equipment. The low bandwidth and addition of flexible mixing metadata 
to Dolby Digital Plus allows broadcasters to expend minimum bit-rate overhead to 
match the new requirements, but at the same time transmit high-quality 5.1 audio 
for all users to enjoy. Visually impaired users can also benefit from a receiver-
mixed, audio-described 5.1 audio presentation (after being mixed in the receiver), 
to a guaranteed-quality level impossible to achieve with other audio decoding 
systems. Previously, visually impaired users would receive only one- or two-
channel audio with description, as opposed to 5.1 channels or higher.

A further consideration is the enormous installed base of conventional Dolby 
Digital decoders in existing home theater systems, which offers operators a ready-
made market for multichannel audio content. Thus, the need has arisen for a 
single-solution, multistream digital audio decoder readily implemented in products 
such as television sets so that consumers can enjoy all the broadcast formats 
available in their geographic location without the need to alter their playback 
systems. The Dolby MS1x Multistream Decoder family is that solution.

European HDTV Receiver Specifications

DVB does not specify which audio coder should be used for next-generation 
broadcasts. As a result, broadcaster/manufacturer groups have worked together to 
achieve consensus on broadcast audio formats and on which decoders to include 
in European receivers. The consensus for multichannel formats reached so far is 
described in Table  1. 
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High Definition  
Terrestrial Specification

Dolby Digital Plus HE AAC with Transcoder

DTG HD Digital Terrestrial (UK) √ √ 
(transcoder not required)

EBU √ √

EICTA √ √

France HD DTT √ √

Ireland HD DTT √ √

Italy HD DTT √ √

NorDig (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, 
and Sweden) √ √ 

Poland KIGEiT (Polish Terrestrial Broadcast) √
RiksTV (Norwegian Terrestrial Broadcast) √

Slovenia HD DTT √ √
Spain HD DTT √ √

Note: DTT = Digital Terrestrial Television. Visit www.dolby.com/EuroHDTVSpecs for the latest updates.

Table 1  Multichannel format requirements in European HDTV specifications

Dolby MS10 Multistream Decoder

The Dolby MS10 Multistream Decoder makes it possible for television and set-top 
box manufacturers to conveniently and economically incorporate Dolby Digital, 
Dolby Digital Plus, and HE AAC with Dolby metadata into their products. Product 
development is facilitated with deliverables, technical support, and testing provided 
by a single trusted source—Dolby.

The ready availability of multistream decoder products will allow broadcasters to 
choose the format that best suits their requirements (whether Dolby Digital, Dolby 
Digital Plus, HE AAC with Dolby metadata, or any flavor of AAC and HE AAC) with 
the assurance that their transmissions will be properly decoded. Receiver products 
incorporating the Dolby multistream solution meet all current requirements for 
next-generation HDTV services, and support the following broadcast standards:

• DVB-x, DVB-x2
• ATSC, SCTE, Tru2way
• ARIB (ISDB-T, One Seg) 
• ABNT (SBTVD)
• DTMB

To simplify consumer installation and operation, products such as set-top boxes 
and televisions incorporating Dolby multistream decoders can be connected via an 
HDMI® or S/PDIF interface to any existing home playback system with conventional 
Dolby Digital decoding. This is possible because the Dolby multistream decoder 
can output any input audio format as a standard Dolby Digital bitstream (up to 5.1 
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channels as appropriate). Specifically, the Dolby MS10 Multistream Decoder passes 
through Dolby Digital input audio, converts Dolby Digital Plus input audio directly 
to Dolby Digital, and transcodes HE AAC with Dolby metadata input audio to Dolby 
Digital (see Figure 1) with corresponding metadata.

Once interface definitions have been finalized, the Dolby MS10 will also be able 
to pass through HE AAC with Dolby metadata input audio. Dolby Digital Plus 
pass-through on HDMI already enables 7.1-channel surround sound playback. For 
compatibility with analog stereo playback systems, the Dolby MS10 can decode and 
downmix any input audio for analog stereo output from the receiver.

By means of a dual-decoding mode, Dolby multistream decoders can also support 
two-channel receiver-mixed audio description services in Dolby Digital Plus or 
HE AAC with Dolby metadata transmissions. At the cost of only one decoder, two-
channel main and associated audio (broadcast using the same codec standard) can 
be simultaneously decoded to separate PCM streams for delivery to an external 
mixing engine.

The Dolby MS10 Multistream Decoder also provides full compatibility with Dolby 
metadata, and can deliver mixing metadata carried within the associated audio 
Dolby Digital Plus bitstream as a serial metadata stream on one of its outputs. 
This mixing metadata can be used to control the mix in an external/system-level 
mixing module.

Input:
Dolby Digital
Dolby Digital Plus
HE AAC with 
  Dolby Metadata

MS10

Primary
Decoder

Dolby Digital
Encoder

Two-Channel
PCM Mixer
(for Audio

Description)

Secondary
Decoder

Downmix

Downmix

Output:
Dolby Digital 5.1

Bitstream

PCM

Metadata

Output: Two-Channel
(Unmixed)

Output: Two-Channel
(Mixed)

Input: Mixing Metadata

Figure 1  Block diagram of the Dolby MS10 Multistream Decoder

Dolby MS11 Multistream Decoder

The Dolby MS11 Multistream Decoder adds additional features to those detailed for 
the MS10 decoders. A key advantage is the inclusion within the implementation of a 
multichannel (up to 5.1) mixing engine for audio description services.

Unlike the Dolby MS10 implementation, which can only supply separate two-
channel downmixes of main and associated audio for external mixing, the Dolby 
MS11 solution maintains multichannel formats of both main and associated audio 
(when supplied in the transmission), performs a multichannel mix, and outputs the 
mixed audio in Dolby Digital 5.1. This feature maintains a multichannel listening 
experience on multichannel audio transmissions without having to default to stereo 
in the Audio Description mode.
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Dolby MS11 implementations can also encode two-channel PCM input audio, 
such as that from external MPEG-1 Layer II and MP3 decoders, to Dolby Digital 
2.0 for output along with the other audio sources to simplify the user experience. 
In addition, Dolby MS11 has a second output to feed multichannel audio, either 
before or after mixing with audio description information, directly to an external 
virtualizer solution for optimum virtualizer performance.

Finally, Dolby MS11 solutions enable direct playback of AAC-encoded content such 
as audio files, with the option of transcoding into Dolby Digital 2.0. File-based 
and streaming formats with HE AAC with Dolby metadata audio (MP4) and Dolby 
Digital Plus audio (ASF, MP4, and ISO-based media) are also supported; sampling-
rate conversion enables Dolby Digital output at a constant 48 kHz from AAC-based 
content of up to 48 kHz.
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Dolby Digital Plus
HE AAC with 
  Dolby Metadata
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Output:
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(Mixed or Unmixed)
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Figure 2  Block diagram of the Dolby MS11 Multistream Decoder

Dolby MS11 Multistream Decoder with Dolby Volume

The Dolby MS11 Multistream Decoder with Dolby Volume offers all the features 
of the Dolby MS10 and MS11 decoders, plus the Dolby Volume audio-leveling 
technology for all supported stereo and multichannel audio, including that from 
stereo PCM sources (see Figure 3).

The integrated Dolby Volume technology helps ensure a consistent audio level 
across all outputs: two-channel analog (mixed or unmixed), 5.1-channel for 
virtualizers (mixed or unmixed), and Dolby Digital bitstreams for S/PDIF and 
HDMI. As a result, listeners can enjoy their preferred playback level without 
having to constantly adjust the volume control for different transmission sources 
and programming.

Integrating Dolby Volume into the Dolby MS11 decoder makes it possible to 
minimize unwanted interactions between the effects of dual-ended audio 
metadata in the Dolby audio systems and the single-ended leveling algorithms 
of Dolby Volume. When the MS11 decoder is in Dolby Volume mode, it translates 
and applies all incoming metadata as it would normally, while permitting Dolby 
Volume’s sophisticated algorithms to maintain the playback level set by the user. 
However, on signals with correctly authored metadata, Dolby Volume processing 
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is minimized, allowing the metadata to control audio playback without unwanted 
audio processing.

Setting Dolby audio metadata correctly is the best way for broadcasters to 
ensure a consistent, predictable user experience without compromises. However, 
today’s receivers have audio inputs from an ever-widening variety of content 
sources including online streams and music files. By leveling differences between 
content and input sources delivered without proper metadata, the Dolby MS11 
solution with Dolby Volume ensures the most consistent and satisfying listening 
experience possible.

Input:
Dolby Digital
Dolby Digital Plus
HE AAC with 
  Dolby Metadata

MS11 with Dolby Volume

Primary
Decoder

Dolby Digital
Encoder

5.1-Channel
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Mixer
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Decoder

Output:
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(Mixed or Unmixed)

Bitstream

PCM

Metadata

Output: Two-Channel
(Mixed or Unmixed)

Output: 5.1-Channel to
Postprocessing/Virtualizer
(Mixed or Unmixed)

Input: Mixing MetadataInput: Two-Channel PCM

Down-
mix

Dolby
Postprocessing

Figure 3  Block diagram of the Dolby MS11 Multistream Decoder with Dolby Volume

HE AAC with Dolby Metadata Versus Standard 
HE AAC Implementations

HE AAC with Dolby metadata combines the advanced audio quality and high 
efficiency of HE AAC with the added ability to process metadata for added 
functionality, flexibility, and reliability. It is fully backward- and forward-compatible 
with MPEG-4 AAC, MPEG-4 HE AAC v.1, and MPEG-4 HE AAC v.2 (see Figure 4) as 
defined in ISO/IEC 14496-3:2005. The specification for MPEG-4 HE AAC describes 
a number of optional metadata parameters to control the reproduction of the audio 
signal in a consumer device such as a set-top box or a television set. 

HE AAC with Dolby metadata integrates all allowable metadata parameters 
resulting in an HE AAC–based broadcast audio system with functionality much like 
that of Dolby Digital Plus and Dolby Digital.

Thanks to features such as sophisticated error concealment and optimized switching 
times between channel configurations, HE AAC with Dolby metadata, when used 
throughout the entire broadcast chain (encoder, bitstream, and decoder), provides 
the most reliable performance and consistent user experience of any HE AAC 
broadcast system.

It also offers superior audio quality compared to parametric audio codecs. HE AAC 
with Dolby metadata decoding within the Dolby multistream decoder is integrated 
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into a combined code base optimized for system-on-a-chip architectures also 
supporting H.264 video. In addition to HE AAC with Dolby metadata, Dolby 
multistream decoders also support aacPlus, MPEG-2/4 AAC, MPEG-4 HE AAC 
v.1, and MPEG-4 HE AAC v.2. Best performance, however, is achieved only 
with HE AAC with Dolby metadata transmissions and decoding. Also, HE AAC 
with Dolby metadata in an MS1x Multistream Decoder is the only solution that 
transcodes to Dolby Digital while preserving all incoming metadata.

AAC + SBR + PS + Metadata

HE AAC v.1

HE AAC v.2

HE AAC with Dolby Metadata

Figure 4  HE AAC with Dolby metadata provides more features while maintaining MPEG-4 specifications 

and full backward compatibility 

Audio Description: Broadcast Mix Versus Receiver Mix

Audio description has long been provided by broadcast services. Until recently, the 
only alternative has been a broadcast-mix approach whereby main and descriptive 
tracks are mixed in postproduction prior to transmission. This has been among the 
list of discussion topics within various broadcast specifications and acts, and EU 
directives and countrywide legislation are in place to ensure this important service 
is transmitted.

Today, however, a more efficient alternative is now specified for DVB (Annex E of 
ETSI TS 101 154, ETSI TS 102 366, and Annex J of ETSI EN 300 468) whereby 
a mono, stereo, or multichannel descriptive track is transmitted as a separate 
bitstream alongside the main soundtrack. Mixing then occurs within the receiver, 
rather than upfront in postproduction. This receiver-mix approach makes it possible 
to deliver director commentaries or audio descriptions for the visually impaired 
while maintaining the highest possible production quality and bandwidth efficiency.

The receiver-mix approach also eliminates the need to prepare and transmit 
multiple final mixes to support different audience needs and preferences. The 
broadcaster need only add low-bandwidth audio bitstreams containing the 
additional information, along with mixing metadata that determines how the 
associated audio stream is combined with the main broadcast audio track in the 
receiving device. There is strong demand for this feature from public broadcasters 
in Europe for future applications, and it can add another differentiating feature to 
next-generation digital television receivers and set-top boxes.
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Dolby Digital Plus encoders also have the ability to create the mixing metadata 
automatically at the point of encoding, thereby allowing receiver-mixed 
transmissions to contain the important mixing metadata information. This 
information describes how the mixing should take place in the decoders. Other 
methods of creating this mixing metadata are available.

Receiver-Mix Functionality in Dolby Multistream Decoders

Dolby MS10 and MS11 decoders support mixing one main audio service with one 
associated audio service, as shown in Table 2. In Dolby Digital Plus transmissions, 
descriptive audio can be delivered as an independent substream in the main service, 
or as a Dolby Digital Plus bitstream carried in a separate MPEG PES. In the case of 
HE AAC with Dolby metadata, the associated audio service is always delivered as 
a bitstream carried in a separate MPEG PES. In the MS11 decoder, multichannel 
information in the incoming streams is preserved, as shown in Figure 5.

Audio Service Codec Substream Usage
Channel  
Configuration

Main Dolby Digital (AC-3) N/A Up to 5.1  
channels

Dolby Digital Plus 
(E-AC-3)

Independent 
substream 0

Up to 7.1  
channels

HE AAC with Dolby 
metadata

N/A Up to 7.1  
channels

Associated:  
Delivered in same 
bitstream as main 
audio service (as 
described in ETSI 
TS 102 366)

Dolby Digital Plus 
(main audio must be 
Dolby Digital or Dolby 
Digital Plus)

Independent 
substream 1

Independent 
substream 2

Independent 
substream 3

Up to 5.1  
channels

Associated:  
Delivered in  
separate  
MPEG PES

Dolby Digital Plus 
(main audio must be 
Dolby Digital or Dolby 
Digital Plus)

Independent 
substream 0

Up to 5.1  
channels

HE AAC with Dolby 
metadata 
(main audio must be 
HE AAC with Dolby 
metadata)

N/A

Table 2  Input formats for main and associated audio supported by Dolby MS10 and MS11 

Multistream Decoders
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Figure 5  Dolby MS11 decoders maintain and mix multichannel main and descriptive audio

Each Dolby Digital Plus or HE AAC with Dolby metadata bitstream used for a broadcast 
service has an identifying descriptor that the receiving device uses to inform the user 
which associated audio services are available. When the user selects a desired service, 
the broadcast receiver demultiplexes it from the MPEG transport stream and delivers it 
to the Dolby MS1x Multistream Decoder. Figures 6–8 illustrate three examples of how 
this works in practice.

DVB TS
Dolby Digital
Plus Main

Dolby Digital
Plus Associated

MixingDemux Dolby
MS1x

Figure 6  Main and associated audio delivered as Dolby Digital Plus in separate elementary streams

DVB TS

Dolby Digital
Plus Main and
Associated
Delivered as
Multiprogram
Stream

MixingDemux Dolby
MS1x

Figure 7  Main and associated audio delivered as Dolby Digital Plus in one multiprogram elementary 

stream
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DVB TS

HE AAC with
Dolby Metadata
Main

HE AAC with
Dolby Metadata
Associated

MixingDemux Dolby
MS1x

DVB
Mixing
Metadata

Figure 8  Main and associated audio delivered as HE AAC with Dolby metadata in separate elementary 

streams

Complete End-to-End Broadcast Audio Solutions 
from Dolby

From the metadata-rich systems used in professional infrastructures like Dolby E 
or multichannel PCM with Dolby metadata, to consumer decoder implementations, 
Dolby provides complete end-to-end broadcast audio solutions. Dolby has developed 
Dolby Digital Plus, Dolby Digital, and HE AAC with Dolby metadata multichannel 
encoding solutions that include full support for Dolby metadata and compatibility 
with existing Dolby E and metadata-enabled multichannel PCM infrastructures.

Dolby E
Dolby
MS1x

Dolby Digital Encoder

Dolby Digital Plus Encoder

HE AAC with Dolby Metadata Encoder

Generic AAC or HE AAC Encoder

Dolby Digital Bitstreams

Dolby Digital Plus Bitstreams

HE AAC with Dolby Metadata Bitstreams

AAC, HE AAC Bitstreams*

*Basic functionality supported per ISO/IEC 14496-3:2005.

Figure 9  Dolby Multistream Decoders support the Dolby family of broadcast bitstreams with maximum 

features and functionality

Conclusion

For the reasons given in this paper and to support upcoming adoption by 
broadcasters, Dolby recommends that next-generation receiver specifications 
generally include both Dolby Digital Plus and HE AAC with Dolby metadata 
decoding. This will conform to recent specifications around the world.

The family of Dolby MS1x Multistream Decoder implementations significantly eases 
the design and manufacture of receivers requiring multiple audio decoders. In 
summary: 

• The Dolby MS10 Multistream Decoder provides baseline functionality meeting 
all existing European HDTV specifications.

• The Dolby MS11 Multistream Decoder provides extended functionality and 
premium features for product differentiation.

• The Dolby MS11 Multistream Decoder with Dolby Volume combines the features 
of the MS11 with premium level-matching for all input sources.
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